In this paper, we define event expression over sentences of natural language and semantic relations between events. Based on this definition, we formally consider text understanding process having events as basic unit.
Event and Semantic Relation
We introduce semantic representation model of sentences for text understanding, which is based on event expression by considering a sentence as a description of event. We first give event expression consisting of certain items which is called case-relations, where event expression represents the meaning of a sentence.
Formally, an event corresponding to a sentence S can be represented as follows: This reflects the internal nesting of natural language sentences and corresponds to subordinate clause of principal clause of a sentence. We introduced 14 case-relations in domain of our text understanding system (Table 1) . There exists semantic relation between sentences of a text. Naturally, there exists semantic relation between events corresponding to these sentences. events and its relevant events to a story schema, which is defined in our model. We consider this course as a process for text understanding Definition 1. Let E , E be two events. We say that E matches E if every case-relations and values of E are equal to ones of E . We call that E is event schema and E matchable event.
Remark: An event can match another event or can be matched by another event.
Through the matching, the value of case-relation with undefined value in E is unified by one in E . We call such a unifying process confirmation process of case-relation with undefined value. Definition 2. We call the following relational diagram memory schema and denote by ) , , (
Figure 1．Structure of memory schema
Here,
is a tree having i E as its root. Each node of this tree is an event schema or an event. For two neighboring nodes there is a edge with label r denoting semantic relation between them. In addition to r , it is possible to add test factor "$"to edge. 1 E is called a . So called "understandable in memory" means that our understanding model senses occurrence (or existence) of this event. We suppose that
Memory satisfies the following 3 conditions: 
3．Story and understanding diagram in memory
Generally, story consists of a series of consequent events and some other events relating to it. To make system understand such a story, we defined memory schema in this paper. That is, a memory schema is a kind of data structure base on this idea. Now, let 
